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Abstract

We have investigated the band gap shift of Si-doped Al Ga As alloys as a function of both silicon concentration and Alx 12x

composition. Correlation and impurity scattering effects were included in the theoretical model. The optical absorption of
Al Ga As:Si at the fundamental band gap energy has been measured by a photoacoustic spectroscopy technique. We0.3 0.7

found the energy gap at about 1.8 eV. The samples were grown by molecular beam epitaxy and the Al fraction was measured
by reflection high energy electro-diffraction technique. 1998 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Recently, the investigations of doped Al Ga As alloys have been devoted to the optical andx 12x

electrical properties, mainly due to their technical importance in fabrication of modern opto–
electronic devices [1–5]. The efficiency of these devices is strongly affected by the incorporation of
impurities and variation of alloy composition as well [1–4]. Experiments on doped semiconductors,
above the Mott transition, reveal a band gap shift (BGS) beyond 10% of the band gap of the pure
material [6–10].

2. Experimental methods

17The doped Al Ga As samples, with different silicon concentrations (i.e. 1.0 3 10 and 5.6 3x 12x
17 2310 cm ) were grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) at 6208C on a semiinsulating [001]-
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Fig. 1. PA intensity spectra of Al Ga As:Si for two silicon concentrations.0.3 0.7

orientated Cr-doped GaAs substrate with the following layer sequence: a 0.3 mm thick undoped GaAs
buffer, a 0.5 mm thick undoped AlGaAs buffer, the active 3.0 mm thick silicon-doped Al Ga Asx 12x

˚layer and a 60 A thick silicon-doped GaAs cap layer. The latter one was removed in the experiment.
The aluminum fraction of 30% (x 5 0.3) for both samples, was measured by the reflection high energy
electro–diffraction (RHEED) technique [5].

The measurement are done by the photoacoustic (PA) spectroscopy, which is a nondestructive
spectroscopy technique for characterizing different kind of semiconductor materials. The spectra are
obtained directly from the heat generated in a sample, due to nonradioactive absorption processes

2[3,11]. To obtain the optical band gap energy E , we have evaluated the derivative of the intensityg
2signal near the fundamental absorption edge [12], leading to E . The room temperature (RT) PAg

intensity spectra for different Al Ga As:Si samples, as a function of photon energy, are shown in0.3 0.7
17 17 23Fig. 1. The direct optical energy gaps for N 5 1.0 3 10 and 5.6 3 10 cm are obtained assi

2 0E 5 1.75 and 1.86 eV, respectively. As a comparison, the band gap E for undoped Al Ga As atg g x 12x

300 K and as a function of composition, extracted from Pavesi and Guzzi [4], is:
0E (x) 5 1.425 1 1.444x (eV). (1)g

0 0For x50.3 it gives E 51.858 eV, closely to the experimental finding E 51.843 eV [13].g g

3. Discussion and results

Here we also investigated the BGS of the Al Ga As alloys theoretically as a function of bothx 12x

impurity concentration N and alloy composition x using RT crystal parameters. The applied
calculation method is straightforward according to Jain and Roulston [9].

In order to identify the range of the BGS we have to know the impurity critical concentration Nc

(Mott transition) as well as the solubility limit of the dopant in the material. The solubility limit of Si
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as donor in Al Ga As is controversial. It has been neglected in the majority of earlier publishedx 12x
18 23investigations. For GaAs:Si it is around 7310 cm , decreasing with the aluminum composition

[5].
The value of N is calculated using a random-like donor distribution with the probability that thec

nearest donor neighbour lies at a certain distance R [10]. For x50, corresponding to GaAs:Si, we
16 23 16have obtained N 51.3310 cm . For x50.3, corresponding to Al Ga As:Si, N 54.2310c 0.3 0.7 c

23cm . Both values are calculated using the effective mass approximation, with the donor ionization
energy at the G-point of the Brillouin zone [4].

Varying x from 0 to 1, the fundamental band gap of this material changes from GaAs to AlAs, i.e.
from direct to indirect at a crossover composition at about x50.4, where the X-point minima of the
conduction band get lower in energy than the minimum at the G-point. An additional characteristic of
this scenario is that, increasing the impurity concentration the population of the different minima at L,
G and X-points lead also to variation of E . In Fig. 2 we show a schematic illustration of theseg

conduction band minima.
We calculate the reduced band gap energy at the G-point as:

1 0E 5 E 2 DE , (2)g g g

0where E is the band gap for undoped material, as given by Eq. (1) and DE is the BGS. As a firstg g

attempt we define the optical band gap at the G-point as:

2 1 BME 5 E 1 DE , (3)g g g

BMwhere DE is the Burstein–Moss shift [14,15], which is given by:g

BM
DE 5 DE (1 1 m /m ), (4)g F dM dm

G L XFig. 2. Schematic illustration of the populated conduction band minima at different x. N , N and N are the electron
concentrations in a G-, L- and X-valley, respectively.
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Here, m and m are the density of states effective masses of majority and minority carriers,dM dm

respectively, and DE is the shift in Fermi energy due to population of free carriers in the conductionF

band. DE as a function of composition and of the electron concentration in the conduction bandg
Gminimum at the G-point, N , is obtained from [9]:

1 / 3 1 / 4 1 / 2G G G
DE (N,x) 5 A (x)N 1 A (x)N 1 A (x)N (eV), (5)g 1 2 3

where
21A (x) 5 40.14a ´ (x) (6a)1 0 0

3 / 4 25 / 4 1 / 4A (x) 5 18.49a ´ (x) m (x) (6b)2 0 0 dM

3 / 2 21 / 2 21 / 2A (x) 5 43.72a ´ (x) m (x) [1 1 m (x) /m (x)]. (6c)3 0 0 dM dm dM

In the equations above, a is the Bohr radius and ´ (x) is the static dielectric constant. For small0 0
Gimpurity concentrations N 5N, but when the impurity concentration is increased the L- and the

GX-valleys will start to be populated and N will then be smaller than N. The coefficients A , A and1 2

A represent the exchange energy, correlation energy and electron-impurity scattering, respectively3

[6,9,16]. In Eqs. (4), (6a)–(6c) we have used:

´ (x) 5 12.85 2 2.79x (7a)0

m (x) 5 0.063 1 0.083x (7b)dM

m (x) 5 0.288 1 0.139x (7c)dm

which are presumed to be valid at RT [4,17].
BMIn Fig. 3 we show, in three dimensions (3D), the variation of DE as a function of N and x. Theg

Lsolid line marked N (x) indicates at which concentrations the L-valleys start to be populated. In Fig. 4s
1 2we show E and E as a function of N for x50, 0.30 and 0.36. The full circles correspond to PAg g

measurements. The theoretical calculation presents a rough agreement with these data in this range of
1 2concentration. Both E and E have similar behaviour as observed in n-type Si and Ge [7–10]. Theg g

1 L Xenergy gap E decreases with N presenting two bendings N (x) and N (x) at certain values for ag s s

specific x.
These bendings are due to the onset of populating of the L- and X-valleys [16]. For instance, for

19 18 17x50, 0.3 and 0.36 the L-valleys start to be populated at N51.0310 , 2.3310 and 7.8310
23 1cm , corresponding to E 51.05, 1.71 and 1.85 eV, and the X-valleys start to be populated atg

20 19 18 23 1N52.1310 , 2.4310 and 3.3310 cm , corresponding to E 50.85, 1.65 and 1.84 eV. For theg

data shown in Fig. 4 there is evidently a striking dependence of the band gap modifications on the
composition x. Thus, the effects of doping are much less pronounced at x¯0.3 than at x50. The
reason for this is simple. The Burstein–Moss shift is smaller at x¯0.3 because the electrons are
distributed over many valleys giving a smaller E . As many valleys become occupied the screeningF

from the electron gas gets larger and more effectively screens electron–electron and electron–ion
interactions.

1 LIn Fig. 5 we show, in 3D, E as a function of N and x. The solid line marked N (x) indicates atg s
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Fig. 3. Calculated Burstein–Moss shift, defined in Eq. (4), as a function of aluminum composition and impurity
Lconcentration. The solid line marked N (x) indicates at which concentrations the L-valleys start to be populated.s

which concentrations the L-valleys start to be populated. It can be seen that the effect of the L-valleys
is of importance for high impurity concentrations or for high composition value x. If the composition
is above x50.4 the global minimum is located at the X point of the Brillouin zone. The three

1 2Fig. 4. Calculated reduced band gap energies E (solid lines) and optical band gap energies E (dashed lines) for x50, 0.3g g
0and 0.36. The band gaps for undoped Al Ga As are E 51.425, 1.858 and 1.945 eV for the three compositions,x 12x g

L Xrespectively. N (x) is the concentration at which the L-valleys start to be populated. N (x) is the concentration at which thes s

X-valleys start to be populated. Full circles are the experimental data for the composition x50.3.
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16Fig. 5. Calculated reduced band gap energies for compositions 0#x#0.36 and impurity concentrations 5.0310 #N#1.03
19 23 L10 cm . The solid line marked N (x) indicates at which concentrations the L-valleys start to be populated (see also Fig.s

4).

equivalent X-valleys strongly dominate in this region and the G- and L-valleys have only a minor
effect on the BGS [16]. Furthermore, for a given impurity concentration the BGS for x51.0 is smaller
than for x50.0, due to the higher density of states effective mass in the three X-valleys than in the
single G-valley.
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